Thursday 10th April

18.30  Reception at University Pierre et Marie Curie
4 Place Jussieu-75006
Caves Esclangon
Welcome by President of UPMC,
Jean-Charles POMEROL-Paris VI

Friday 11th April

8.30 - 9.00  Registration at Institute of Anglophone World,
5, rue de l'Ecole de Médecine 75006 Paris
Room grand amphithéâtre

9:00 - 9:15  Welcome by Bernard BOSREDON President of Paris III and
by Marie-Christine LEMARDELEY Director of Institute of
Anglophone World

9.15 - 9.30  Adoption of : agenda, minutes of Ljubljana IRO meeting
2007

9.30 - 10.00  General introduction by Stavros ZENIOS President of
UNICA

10.00 - 10.30  Coffee break

SESSION 1: UNICA projects & initiatives
Chaired by Ursula HANS from Humbold University of Berlin

10.30 - 12.00  UNICA “fresh-up”: projects and initiatives
SUMIT, HE Reform II project and HE Reform in TEMBUS
countries, career centers, European Campus, PRIUM,
4 Cities, Student Conference 2008, …

12.00 - 13.00  Discussion

13.00 - 14.30  Lunch

SESSION 2: LANGUAGE & MOBILITY
Chaired by Eva LACK, Freie universitat Berlin

14.30 - 15.30  Language preparation for students
Wolfgang MACKIEWICZ- Freie universitat Berlin
Results of language questionnaire
Eva LACK-Freie universitat Berlin

15.30 - 16.30  Discussion on language policies

16.30 - 17.00  ELECTIONS of IRO observer

17.30  Reception at Paris City Townhall

19.30  Dinner at Restaurant “Bouillon Racine”-3 rue Racine- 75006
Welcome by Laurent BATSCH President Paris Dauphine

Saturday 12th

8.45 - 9.00  Institute of Anglophone World

SESSION 3: TEMBUS
Chaired by Ake NAGRELIUS IRO Stockholm University

9.00 - 10.15  TEMBUS programme
Klaus HAUPT-Deputy Head of UNIT TEMBUS-E.M.
Clotilde NICOLLE-UPMC-sharing good practices

10.15 - 10.45  The setting up of a UNICA project

10.45 - 11.20  Various business (trainees…)

11.20  Lunch

12.15  Departure to Museum (metro)
12.45  Guided tour of Museum Quai Branly (for 1H30)

14.30  End of meeting